
 
 
In the Name of Allah, the Merciful the Beneficent.  
 
Praise be to Allah. Prayers and peace be upon the Messenger of 
Allah.  
 
Your message arrived… May Allah bind you with His protection and 
care. Allah knows that we miss you all very much and that we ask 
Him, in His glory and His many names, with His supreme 
attributes, to protect you all and watch over you and make all 
of your decisions correct.  
 
My beloved Brother, My greetings and longing for the two leading 
brother Shaykhs. We pray that Allah protects them both… Please 
inform them that we are doing very well, God willing, and we 
will not listen to but what they tell us, with the grace of 
Allah.  
 
In regards to what you mentioned (TN: possibly, “what I 
mentioned”; unclear with the lack of short vowels) regarding the 
issue of the head Brother’s delay in knowing about what happened 
between us, God willing, please do not worry yourself with the 
matter, as long as the Doctor is in the picture… However, I 
wanted him to know about the issue, so that the matter would be 
completely clear. As you know, my Brother, the issue is with the 
psyches and individual thought, and our strategy here differs 
from any other location.  
 
For this reason, we sent “Ja’far” to you all to express this. We 
have waited for this period, such that if something were to 
happen, everything would be clear, because there were some 
opinions that oppose the nature of our work here… There is no 
doubt that there will be disturbances and differences and we are 
well aware of this during these difficult times. We would not 
accept this matter if it weren’t for the good of victory of this 
religion and the rise of our two head Brothers, for this is a 
symbol of Islam and there is no exception but to be victorious 
in overcoming its enemy.  
 
In regards to your (TN: plural) blessing on this matter, Allah 
knows, there is no exception but for this to take place such 
that the picture can be clear for the Ummah and so that we may 
sever the path of the atheists and the hypocrites. Perhaps you 
have heard some of the malicious analyses that this issue is to 
weaken the two parties, God only knows… There is a note we would 
like to bring to your attention: There is communication between 



us and the “Algerian” Salafist group. It was our intention to 
send them a message to spur them to join with the leading 
Brother, God willing. This is what we were thinking of. What is 
your (TN: plural) opinion, such that we may do this?  
 
In regards to “Muhajir Ibrahim,” as Ja’far mentioned to you all, 
praise Allah, we are making natural and good arrangements for 
the future, God willing.  
 
As a final matter, are you all in need of funds? We have, praise 
Allah, some available, such that we could send some of what we 
have to you all.  
 
We ask that Allah protect you all and keep our Brother well. 
Tell him, by God, that we will not resign and we hope to pass on 
news that will make him satisfied.  
 
Your Brother.  


